
Are your patients generating heat?
Tools to assess for heat generation during Targeted Temperature Management

2. What is the Arctic Sun™ Stat work to cool trend?

 

• Shivering
• Seizure
• Fever

• Internal bleeding
• Other sources of 
    heat generation

1. What is the water temperature trend?

Why is Water Temp Important?: Provides feedback about your patient’s response to therapy. 
Fluctuations in water temperature can indicate when your patient may be generating heat. This is a leading 
indicator and assessment tool.

Work to Cool Trend 
Information displayed at the 
bottom of the therapy graph 
can show the trend of heat 
generation by the patient 
throughout therapy.

Work to Cool Gauge is a feature that monitors 
the heat removed by the Arctic Sun™ Stat 
Temperature Management System during 
Normothermia or Hypothermia therapy.

Why is this Important: Work to Cool continuously monitors fluctuations in water temperature to indicate when your patient may 
be generating heat. 

Heat Generation competes with the action of the device.  If water is cold, why is it having 
to work hard? Assess Pt for:
 

Troubleshooting Tips:
Assess Patient for Heat Generation

Assess Therapy Screen: Work to 
Cool, Pt temp, water temp trend

Confirm 4 ArcticGel™ Pads are con-
nected & core area is covered

Verify 30-40% of Body Surface Area 
coverage

Assess if a Universal Pad is required

Verify Pad Connections: listen for 
that audible click

Check Blue Pad Hoses: ensure they 
are not kinked

Remember: No Tampering with 
Target Temperature on device unless 
ordered by a physician

Call the Arctic Sun 24/7 Helpline- 
(866)840-9776



Quick reminder tips
Arctic Sun™ Temperature Management System huddlegram - ArcticGel™ Pads size charts.

Call the Arctic Sun™ 24/7 Helpline - (866)840-9776

Please consult product labels and instruction for use for indications, contraindications, hazards, warnings, and precautions.
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Connections are clear…no need to
match up blue/blue or white/white.

Description Direction

Water flow - Low, marginal or air leak
are typically due to 1 or more of
these items.

Alarms and alerts are back-up reminders and notifications if system perceives an issue.
Please read and notation on screen or call the Arctic Sun™ 24/7 helpline for guidance.

Press button on far upper right of screen to confirm pads are empty and follow prompts.
Always empty pads back into the system before adding sterile water.

Confirm at least 4 ArcticGel™ Pads are connected.
Verify pad coverage is 30-40% of body surface.
Verify pads were clicked-in correctly. Push or re-click if needed.
Check blue connection hoses to pads are not kinked.
Minimize dependent loops in gray fluid delivery line.

Alarms and alerts - Yellow and red

Low water prompt

Disconnecting Pads


